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HAPPENINGS AROUND THEM. 
. . 
  
THE UNTVERSITY AND THE EMERGENCE 
OF A NEW ROMANTICISM 
.4tiDR£SS. §.x__ Pll£rvD D. LuB_B1=12s_. 
TT IS SOMETHING OF AN OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND THAT COLLEGE PRESIDENTS 
ATTEMPT TO INTELLECTUALIZE AND TO MAKE ACADEMIC THE PR03LEMS THAT 
SURROUND THEM. IT ALMOST SEEMS HUMOROUS, AS A .fv'i.ATTER OF FACT, TO 
WATCH COLLEGE PRESIDENTS, WHILE THEIR ADMINISTRATION BUILDING IS 
BEING OCCUPIED AND NATIONAL GUARD TROOPS ARE ROAMING THE CAMPUS 
WALKS, 	 ATTEMPTING TO PUT INTO PROPER SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVE TEE 
I WONDER PERHAPS IF SOMETIMES COLLEGE 
PRESIDENTS SHOULDN 1 T MAKE A LITTLE MORE EXPLICIT THEIR PERSONAL 
REACTIONS TO THE PROBLEJ."\l[S THAT THEY FACE. PERHAPS THE OUTSIDE WORLD 
WOULD UNDERSTAND THEM A BIT MORE. TODAY I'M GOING TO RELY A BIT UPON 
THIS OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD OF INTELLECTUALIZING SOME OF THE PROBLEMS 
0 	 THAT THE AMERICAN COLLEGE FACES, BUT I AM .ALSO GOING TO EXPL.Z'..IN SOME 
OF MY PERS0.\1.2'..L REACTIONS TO THE SITUATION THAT SURROUND US. 
I Il:\V;.:; AL,•:a,..:S BEEN A STUDENT OF ROMANTICISM. THE ROMANTIC VISION HAS 
DEE:--i t.'.'J EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FACTOR INFLUENCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
WES'ë' (:,; CIVILIZATION. WE OFTEN THINK OF ROMANTICISM AS A PHENOMENON 
OF . ,YGO:JE CENTURIES. AND IT'S TRUE THAT THE GROUNDWORK OF THE 
Rm:c"'.:<.i.'TC NOTION DOES LIE IN MANY GENERATIONS PAST. YET, AT THE SAME 
'l'Tt-:E·:, IT'S VERY MUCH WT.TH US TODAY. BEFORE I GET ANY FURTHER LET 
.ME EXPLAIN EXACTLY WHAT I MEAN BY THE ROMANTIC • 
. ..._j Tili:ì iíO:.'..,"\NTIC IS, FIRST OF ALL, SELDOM IF EVER I'lHAT ONE COULD CALL .Z'.. 
NOR.'-1.:\t, PRODUCT OF HIS SOCIETY. HE IS, INSTEAD, PRIMARILY AN ALIENATE. 
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OFTEN HIS DRESS AND HIS UffiNNERS 
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HE IS A MAN WHO DOES NOT ACCEPT THE NORMAL, THE MUNDANE, THE ORD1NARY, 
THE PEDESTRIAN TRENDS OF OUR SOCIETY. 
VRE UNUSUAL. HIS STRESS IS ALWAYS UPON FREEDOM, OFTEN ACCOMPANIED 
BY AN INTROSPECTIVE SEARCH INTO THE SELF, AND THE SEEKING OF A METAPHYSICA 
MEANING IN THAT SELF. THE ROMANTIC IS MOST OFTEN IDEALISTIC, UTOPIAN, 
NON-CONFORMIST. HE LITERALLY FREES HIMSELF FOR FLIGHTS OF FANCY. 
NOW THAT WE'VE TALKED ABOUT WHAT ROMANTICS ARE, LET'S GET INTO THE 
SECOND PART OF OUR PROBLEM, NAMELY, HOW DOES ROMANTICISM AFFECT THE 
SOCIETY IN WHICH WE NOW LIVE? 
IT IS MY CONTENTION THAT ROMANTICISM HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPOR'rANT 
FACTOR IN POLARIZING OUR NATION INTO THE OFTEN HOSTILE CAMPS THAT WE 
HAVE TODAY. I AM TALKING HERE PRIMARILY ABOUT THE POLARIZATION BETWEEN 
THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT ON THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM. TODAY THE RIGHT 
IN AMERICA HAS BECOME ENMESHED IN A ROMANTIC VISION OF THE PAST AS 
AMERICA'S FUTURE. THE RIGHT, TODAY, SEES A MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE LIKE 
THEMSELVES GAZING INTO A FUTURE OF AMERICANISM AS THEY DEFINE TT. 
LIKE ALL ROMANTICS, THOSE WHO ARE PART OF THE RIGHT ARE ALIENATES 
WHO FEEL FRUSTRATED BY THE TENDENCIES OF THEIR TIME. LIKE ALL ROWNTICS, 
THEY LET THEIR IMAGINATION RUN LOOSE ON THE PROBLEMS THAT SURRO"WJD 
THEM OFTEN COMING UP WITH SIMPLISTIC SOLUTIONS TO VERY COMPLEX AND 
DIFFICULT PROBLEMS. RICHARD HOFSTADTER, THE NOTED AMERICAN HISTORIAN 
"THE RIGHT WING TOLERATES NO 
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0 WRITES OF THE AMERICAN RADICAL RIGHT: 
,COMPROMISES, ACCEPTS NO HALF MEASURES, UNDERSTANDS NO DEFEATS. IN 
THIS RESPECT, IT STANDS PSYCHOLOGICALLY OUTSIDE THE FRAME OF NORMAL 
POLITICS, WHICH IS LARGELY AN AFFAIR OF COMPROMISE. ONE OF THE MOST 
FUNDAMENTAL QUALITIES THEN, IN THE RIGHT WING MENTALITY OF OUR TIME 
IS ITS SIMPLISTIC UTOPIANISM. II THE uroPIANISM OF THE RIGI-IT LEADS 
IT TO AN EMOTIONAL EMBRACING OF ALL THE THINGS OUT OF AMERICA'S 
PAST THAT SEEM THREATENED, AND LEADS IT TO EMOTIONAL CONDEMNATION 
OF MANY NEW THINGS THAT SEEM VERY THREATENING. 
THE FORCES OF THE RIGHT HAVE VERY INTELLIGENT, RESPONSIBLE, AND 
POLITICALLY IMPORTANT SPOKESMEN FOR SOME OF THEIR VIEWS. BARRY0 
GOLDWATER, FOR EXAMPLE, SYMBOLIZED FOR JY'i.ANY PEOPLE ON THE RIGHT 
A POLITICIAN WITH WHICH THEY COULD FEEL AT HOME, AND THAT'S BECAUSE 
HE SHARED MANY OF THEIR ROMANTIC IDEALS, EVEN THOUGH HE MAY NOT HAVE 
SHARED THEIR PARTICUL.]R POLITICAL IDEOLOGY. HIS ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 
AS A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE IN 1964 AT THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVEN­
TION WAS A PERFECT MODEL OF HIS VISION. HE SAW A MOVEMENT OF PEOPLES 
ALL UNITED TOGETHER IN A FUTURE OF AMERICANISM AS HE DEFINED IT. 
TODAY, VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW HAS BECOME A VERY ART{CULATE SPOKESMEN 
FOR IDEAS THAT GAIN EMPATHY FROM THE RIGHT. WHEN AGNEW SPEAKS OF 
UNIVERSITIES FOR EXAMPLE, HE TALKS OF THE PAST AMERICAN IDEAL OF THE 
INTELLECTUAL HAVEN COVERED WITH IVY WHERE STUDIOUS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN 
C) 
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PURSUE THE LEARNING THAT WILL MAKE THEM GREAT AMERICAN CITIZENS. 
HE SEES THE UNIVERSITY AN AN ARISTOCRATIC KIND OF PLACE, A QUIET PLACE, 

UNTRAMMELED BY THE REALISTIC HARD KNOCK POLITICS WHICH SURROUNDS IT. 

TO SPIRO AGNEW, AS TO MANY PEOPLE IN THE SOCIETY, THE UNIVERSITY IS 

A CITADEL THAT SHOULD NOT BE TARNISHED BY THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 

REALITIES OF THE DAY. 

LIKE THE RIGHT IN THIS COUNTRY, THE LEFT IS ESSENTIALLY A ROM.:Z\NTIC 

MOVEMENT. THE HOPEFUL RHETORIC OF THE AMERICAN LEFT IS COUCHED IN 

THAT OFTEN HEARD ROMANTIC SYMBOL - FREEDOM. WHAT COULD BE MORE OF 

A PORTRAIT FOR ROMANTICISM THAN HUNDREDS OF YOUTHS SPREAD OUT ACROSS 

THE WHITE HOUSE LAWNS WITH LOCKED ARMS SINGING "WE SHALL OVERC0.:1E." 

THE LEFT SEES THE FUTURE OF AMERICA BEING A NATION WHERE PEACE AND 

BROTHERHOOD REIGN SUPREME. THEY TALK OF A PEOPLE NOT CORRUPTED 

BY MATERIAL VALUES, A PEOPLE THAT WOULD BE ALLOWED TO LIVE A NATURAL, 

SIMPLE LIFE, FREE OF HANG-UPS AND THE PRESSURE OF CORPORATION JOBS 

AND TECHNOLOGY. THE LEFTIST SHANGRI-LA IS A LAND WHERE NATIONS LIVE 

IN LOVE AND PEACE, SHARE THEIR WEALTH, CREAT.IVITY. TO MANY OF THOSE 

ON THE LEFT, THE PROBLEMS OF BIASES AND BIGOTRY CAN BE THROWN AWAY 

IN A DAY. 

THE LEFI', TOO, HAS IN THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCENE POWERFUL SPOKESMEN 

0 
0 
0 
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FOR ITS CAUSE. JULIAN BOND WAS A DRIVING SPIRIT AT THE 1968 DE:.:ocz.A.TIC 
IN INTERVIEWS AND ON THE FLOOR, HE SPOKE OF THE SLOGANS, 
THE VALUES, AND THE VISIONS THAT ARE SHARED BY MANY PEOPLE OF THE 
LEFT. SENATOR GEORGE MC GOVERN AND SENATOR ROBERT KENNEDY VOICED 
MANY OF THE IDEALS AND FEELINGS THAT ARE SHARED BY THE LEFT AS THEY 
SEEK A VISION OF A BETTER SOCIETY. 
COVENTION. 
WE HAVE SEEN IN RECENT YEARS A TUG OF WAR BEYwEEN THE IDEAS AND 
METHODS OF THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT. VERY RESPONSIBLE AND LEGITIMATE 
PEOPLE IN OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM HAVE USED IDEAS OF THE LEFT AND THE 
RIGHT TO INFLUENCE THE DECISIONS THAT ARE MADE FOR OUR SOCIETY. BUT 
LATELY A SERIOUS AND FRIGHTENING CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE. THE TUG 
OF WAR BETWEEN THE LEFT AND RIGHT IS INCREASINGLY POLARIZING OUR NATION. 
THE CONFLICTING POINTS OF VIEW ARE NO LONGER FOUGHT OUT ON THE FLOORS 
OF THE SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY SUCH AMIABLE ENEMIES 
AS JACK KENNEDY AND BARRY GOLDWATER. INCREASINGLY THE GEORGE MC 
GOVERNS AND Till SPIRO AGNEWS DO NOT SYMBOLIZE ENOUGH THE DRIVING 
EMOTIONS WHICH LIE BEHIND THE RIGHT AND Tf!E LEFT. IN THE LAS '11 YEARS, 
ARGID1ENTS ARE TAKEN INTO THE STREET FOR THEIR SOLUTIONS. INCREASINGLY, 
THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL STRUCTURES THAT HAVE BEEN SET TO DEAL WITH 
CONFLICTING POINTS OF VIEW ARE NOT ADEQUATE TO HANDLE THE PROBLEMS 
OR FIND SIGNT.FICANT SOLUTIONS FOR THEM. THE ROMANTIC, YOU SEE, IS 
U;'.\FORTIDJATELY A VERY APOLITICAL ANIMAL, AND IN A LIKE VEIN, THE 
POLITICAL SPHERE OF OUR COUNTRY IS A VERY UNROMANTIC THING. POLITICIANS 
ARE MOST OFTEN VERY NORMAL PRODUCTS OF THEIR SOCIETY. 
0 
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POLICITIANS ARE EXPECTED TO SYMBOLIZE THE NORMAL ON-GOING ACTIVITIES 
OF THE NATION, AND THEY DO. POLITICIANS AS A GROUP, UNLIKE Rml.i\:-JTICS 
HAVE NO TENDENCIES TOWARD SELF-ANALYSIS AND DEEP INTROSPECTIO. 
QUITE TO THE CONTRARY, THEY ARE WHAT DAVID RIESMAN HAS L.Z'..BELLED "OTHER 
DIRECTED." THAT IS, THEY OFTEN SEEK THE BASIS FOR THEIR THOUGIITS 
IN THE TRENDS AND CUSTOMS UNDER WHICH THEY LIVE. FAR FR0:-1 BEII\G 
ALIENATED, THEY'RE THE APOTHEOSIS OF INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOCIETY. THEY 
DO NOT PAINT OR CREATE IMAGINATIVE ROLES, AND THEY'RE OFTEN THE ANTI­
THESIS OF IDEALISTIC OR UTOPIAN. THIS IS WHY A BARRY GOLDWATER, A 
ROBERT KENNEDY, A SPIRO AGNEW ARE SOMEWHAT UNUSUAL IN THE AMERICAN 
POLITICAL SPECTRUM. THEY EXHIBIT, EVEN IF IT IS TO A SMALL DEGREE, 
ROMANTIC TENDENCIES NOT SHARED WITH THEIR FELLOW POLITICIANS. 
A ROMANTIC, THEN IS BY HIS VERY LJF E STYLE, HIS VERY WAY OF THINKING, 
ALIENATED AND SEPARATED FROM THE NORMAL ON-GOING PROCESS OF POLITICS 
AND SOCIAL LIFE . IN THE NATION. WHEN ROMANTICISM IS AT A LOW EBB 
THE MARTIN LUTHER KINGS , THE HUGHEY LONG S , THE WILLIAM JENNINGS 
BRYANT S , THE ROBERT KENNEDY S , MAY SUFFICE TO SATISFY THE ROMANTIC 
LONGTNGS THAT EXIST WITHIN THIS SOCIETY. BUT IT IS MY CONTENTION 
THAT TODAY THE ROMANTIC VISION IS AT A VERY HIGH EBB, AND TODAY NEITHER 
THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE NOR ITS MOST ROMANTIC SPOKESMEN ARE ENOUGH 
TO CONTAIN THE EMOTIONS AND THE DRIVES THAT ARE ALWAYS ASSOCIATED 
WITH ROMANTIC VISIONS. INCREASINGLY THE RIGHT SEES THE POLITICAL 
STRUCTURE AS ITS ENEMY. INCREASINGLY THE LEFT DOES LIKEWISE. 
0 
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INCREASINGLY THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT SEE EACH OTHER AS ENElIES O:J AN 
OPEN BATTLE FIELD WITH NO ONE IN THE MIDDLE TO KEEP THEM APART. THE 
RESULTS HAVE BEEN EXPLICIT ACTION AGAINST THE ENEMY AT HA.ND. S0'.11E­
TIMES THIS ACTION TAKES THE FORM OF DIRECT INVOLVEMENT LED BY 'rI-IOSE 
ON THE RIGHT IN A NEIGHBORHOOD TO KEEP BLOCK PEOPLE OUT. SO'.llETD:ES 
THIS DIRECT ACTION TAKES THE FORM OF A RIOTLEADING THOSE ON TlIE LEFT 
IN WH1CH L.Z'..RGE PARTS OF THE CITY ARE BURNED DOWN. SOMETIMES TIIIS DIRECT 
ACTION TAKES THE FORM OF THE OCCUPATION OF UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS, 
OR GENERAL STRIKES DESIGNED- TO KEEP THE UNIVERSITY FROM OPERATING AT 
ALL. 
AT THIS POINT, I WANT TO LAUNCH INTO THE FINAL SECTION OF MY THESIS. 
ROMANTICISM AS A WORD BRINGS INTO OUR MIND IMAGES OF KEAT'S POETRY, 
OF LOVE, AND SONG, AND DANCE AND CHILDREN, AND I CONTEND THAT THTS 
NOTION IS AN EXTREMELY MISLEADING ONE. ROMANTICISM CAN BE AS DANGEROUS 
A PHENOMENON AS IT CAN BE A CONSTRUCTIVE ONE. IT IS TRUE TILZ'..T 
ROMANTICS IN THE HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVIL1ZATION HAVE GIVEN US 
MUCH OF OUR ART, OUR MUSIC, OUR LITERATURE, AND YES, EVEN OlR POLITICAL 
THEORY. AT THE SAME TIME, ROMANTIC IDEAS, WHILE THEY MAKE HISTORY, 
ARE OFTEN DANGEROUS BY THE VERY FACT THAT THEY DO PUSH INTO THE NEW 
THE UNKNOWN, THE UNFAMILIAR, AND AT TIMES WE KNOW, THE INSANE. THE 
RO:VW.NTIC NIETZCHE'S PHILOSOPHY WAS USED BY ADOLF HITLER AS A PHILOSO­
PHICAL BASIS FOR THE THIRD REICH. EVEN BARRY GOLDWATER, WHO I CONSIDER 
TO BE VERY MUCH WITHIN THE SPECTRUM OF NORt\1.AL POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
0 
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CULMINATED HIS VISIONARY ACCEPTANCE SPEECH IN 1964 BY CALLIXG EIS 

·0 SUPPORTERS TO HIM AND SUGGESTING ALL THOSE TB.AT DID NOT LIKE IIIS 
DREAM SHOULD "GET OUT." THE LEFI', WHILE THEY DREAM OF BROTEERIIOOD 
AND PEACE ARE VICIOUS IN THEIR CONDEMNATION AND HATRED OF TiIOSE WHO 
DO NOT SHARE THEIR VISION. ROMANTICS THROUGH THE AGES RVE OPrE 
SHARED A CAUSE•WIELDING KIND OF ATTITUDE, AND IT IS NOT SURPRISING 
THAT HISTORIANS TELL US THAT THE VISIONARY IS OFTEN CONSU.:-1ED BY . 
MONO.MANIA AND AN ESSENTIAL AGOISM. THIS EGOISM LEADS EVENTUALLY TO 
A LACK OF CONCERN FOR OTHER INDIVIDUALS, WHO, YOU SEE, RVE TO BE 
FORCED TO SEE THE LIGHT. THERE IS A STRONG TENDENCY IN THE ROYJ\NTIC 
VISION TO RESORT TO ANY MEANS TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED END. THE 
ROMANTIC IS, IN ERIC HOFFER'S TERMS, A TRUE BELIEVER. 
THE VISIONARY CONVINCED OF HIS DREAM, UNWILLING TO TOLERATE COMPROMISE 
WITH WHAT HE CONSIDERS TO BE THE TRUTH, IS VERY MUCH WITH US ON THE 
COLLEGE CAMPUS. I TALK TO THESE PEOPLE ALL THE TIME. THE LEFT IS 
INCREASINGLY CENTERED ON AND AROUND OUR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, AND 
SO WE ARE THE FIRST STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIETY TO MEET THE ONSLAUGHT 
OF THE ROMANTIC MONO-MANIA THAT HAS BEEN BRED IN THE LAST TEN YEARS. 
IN THIS SAME SENSE WE SHARE A COMMON IDENTITY WITH LOCAL SCHOOL BOARDS, 
AND CITY COUNCILS ALL ACROSS THIS NATION, WHO HAVE BEEN FACED FOR 
SOMETIME WITH VERY REAL EVIDENCE OF THE RIGHTIST TRUE BELIEVER. 
IN OLRCASE, WE FACE THE YOUNG MEN OR WOMEN WHO ARE ALIENATED FROM THE 
0 
0 
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SOCIETY; WHO SPEAKS OF LOVE, OF CHARITY, OF BROTHERHOOD A'.'.u 1?S,\Cly, 
AND WHO ARE READY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DESTRUCTION OF ALL TEOSS \,;110 
DO NOT DEFINE LOVE, CHARITY, BROTHERHOOD AND PEACE THE WAY T:ISY DO. 
WE DO HAVE A DEFENSE THOUGH, IF WE CAN EMPLOY IT, TO STEz1 THE FOl\CES 
THAT DIVIDE OUR SOCIETY TODAY. 
SOUND, IS THE SAME ONE THAT HAS BEEN ULTIMATELY TURNED TO BY EVERY 
NATION THAT HAS BEEN FORCED TO PRESERVE ITS STABILITY. THE DEFENSE 
OF WHICH I SPEAK IS RR}SON. WE USE THE TOOL OF REASON PARTICDh~RLY 
IN THESE TRYING TIMES TO KEEP DEMAGOGUES FROM SWAYING THE STABLE AND 
ORDERLY MIDDLE CLASS MAJORITY OF OUR COUNTRY. TODAY WE DO NOT NEED A 
SILENT MAJORITY. QUITE TO THE CONTRARY, WE NEED VOICES EXPRESSING 
CONCERN ABOUT VISIONARIES OF ALL KINDS, THE MILITARISTS IN THE PENTAGON, 
AND REVOLUTIONARIES IN THE S.D.S. THE NOTED POLITICAL SCIENTIST 
V. O. KEY WROTE A BOOK PROVIDING CONVINCING EVIDENCE THAT THE GREAT 
VIRTUE OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HAS ALWAYS BEEN ITS ISSUE-ORIENTED 
REALISM, AND IT IS TO THESE ISSUE-ORIENTED REALISTIC PEOPLE THAT WE 
MUST NOW TURN FOR HELP. WE CANNOT LET OUR SOCIETY BE SWAYED INTO THE 
MAELSTROM OF THE RIGHT, OR THE MAELSTROM OF THE LEFT. THIS QUESTION 
IS THE DIFFICULTY THAT WE FACE ON THE COLLEGE CAMPUS, AND IT'S WITH 
THIS DILEMMA THAT I WANT TO LEAVE YOU. 
0 
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WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LOCK UP EVERY ROMANTIC IN THE SOCIETY. o0:, '.\:\'I'ION 
CAN'T AFFORD TO INCARCERATE THE KEAT S , THE BYRON S , THE SEEL LEYS , 
THE MOST BRILLIANT AND PRODUCTIVE OF 0Ui1 PEOPk: :\.n.ETHE NEITZCHES • 

OFTEN THE MOST ROMANTIC. 
 IN SPECIFIC TERMS, WE CAN'T AFi:\_1rm TO LOCK 
UP THE THOUSANDS OF CONCERNED STUDENTS ON OUR UNIVERISTY C?.:-;i'':.;SES. 
NOR CAN WE REALLY AFFORD TO BRUTALIZE THEM WITH POLICE TZI.C':'ICS YET 
NEITHER CAN WE AFFORD TO LEI' ROMANTIC VISIONARIES TAKE OVER. I:<::37I'I'UTIONS 
IN THIS SOCIETY FOR THEIR OWN I?URPOSES. THE UNIVERSITY C?ģĤĥO'l' BIĦCO:ViE 
A POLI'i'ICAL FOIL FOR EITHER THE LEFT OR THE RIGHT' AND 'rI-IEREI '.\ L ms 
OUR PARTICULAR DILEMMA, AND ALSO INCREASINGLY THE DILEMM.Pi. OF Tiilħ 
WHOLE SOCIETY. SO THE QUESTION ULTIMATELY BECOMES A VERY SPECIFIC Q)JE. 
AT WHAT POINT IS A ROMANTIC DANGEROUS ENOUGH THAT SOCIETAL ACTI0:-1 MUST 
BE TAKEN AGAINST HIM? I HAVE FOUND THAT SO FAR ON THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
REASON IS STILL A VERY USEFUL TOOL IN DEALING WITH THE PROBLEMS TIAT 
WE FACE. I FOUND THAT IN SPITE OF TREMENDOUS PRESSURES BOTH FROYi 
THE OUTSIDE COMMUNITY AND PRESSURES FROM THE INSIDE, THl\.T HOLDING A 
FIĨĩ MIDDLE GROUND HAS STILL WORKED OUT IN THE END. BUT I ALSO FEEL 
A BIT UNSETTLED BY THE VOICES OF THE VISIONARY DINNING SO CLOSELY IN 
MY EAR. THE PRbBLEM OF THE POLARIZATION OF SOCIETY, AT ONE POINĪ 
A DISTANT VAGUE KIND OF PHENOMENON, IS INCREASINGLY BEGINN1NG TO BE 
A PROBLEM THAT MAY BE STANDING RIGHT OUTSIDE YOUR DOOR. WE NEED OUR 
R0:-1ANTICS, BUT MORE IMFOR TANTLY WE NEED THE STABILITY AND THE REASON 
Till\T IV\VE MADE THIS NATION A GREAT ONE. LAW AND ITS PRACTICE MUST BE 
SY::-TQ;:-;'Q:\10US WITH REASON, AND IT MUST BE AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE IN SOCIETY. 
IF JUST1CE IS UNAVAILABLE TO SOME THE IRRATIONALITY THAT DESTROYS A 
0 
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SOCIETY THRIVES. ROMANTICISM IN A SOCIETY THAT IS PERMEATED BY THE 
DISCIPLINE OF REASON AND LAW IS A POSITIVE CREATIVE FORCE. ROMANTICISM 
IN A SOCIETY WHERE LAW AND JUSTICE IS INEQUITABLY PRACTICED OR 
UNAVAILABLE TO MANY WILL SPAWN CAUSES AND FUNCTION THAT LEAD ONLY TO 
DESTRUCTION. 
0 
